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INTRODUCTION
RheiaTM is an innovative duct system designed to be easy to install. These guidelines provide basic installation
instructions to ensure an e icient, correct installation resulting in comfortable air ow throughout the house.
Retain these guidelines for future reference.
The Rheia system is a ‘Home Run’ duct distribution system comprises a set of a manifold, connectors and
di user components that quickly assemble to form an assembly without the use of tape or mastic that will not
leak.
Rheia’s compact uninsulated duct and components is designed to be installed in the conditioned space of the
home. When required, insulated ducts can be used without changing any other part of the system.

Before starting an installation, carefully read these guidelines, assemble
all required tools, and ensure that the bill of materials is complete
Duct routing, the number of bends, the severity of each bend, and the amount of slack in
the ducts directly in uences the e iciency and e ectiveness of the system and air ow.
The above factors a ect air resistance in the system, and if too numerous will lead to
insu icient air distribution, resulting in comfort issues in the home. Ducts should be routed
with minimal total length, bends, and slack.
The nished system should also be noise and vibration free; failure to meet these
conditions is an indication of a poor installation.

LABOR SAVINGS
Rheia can be installed up to
50% faster than a
conventional HVAC system;
o ering the installer
signi cant time savings

CODE COMPLIANT

ENGINEERED SYSTEM

Rheia’s 3” and 4” ducts are
integrated into the thermal
envelope of the home,
o ering an easy and coste ective way to meet code
requirements

The Rheia duct system is
engineered to deliver superior
home comfort. The system
optimizes the design through
delivery process

Comfort issues in a home are difficult to diagnose and costly to resolve.
Get it right the first time with Rheia.
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RHEIA COMPONENTS
No. Name

Image

1 3” and 4” Ferrule
UL 2043 certi ed connector
UL 181C certi ed connector

2 Elbow
UL 2043 certi ed connector
UL 181C certi ed connector
Two 45-deg. Elbows make up 90-deg. transition

3 Coupler
UL 2043 certi ed connector
UL 181C certi ed connector

4 High-Sidewall Boot Assembly
UL 94 V-0 ammability rated ABS material
Damper and adjustment strap are pre-assembled

5 Pass-Through Boot Assembly
UL 94 V-0 ammability rated ABS material
Damper is pre-assembled

6 Ceiling Boot
UL 94 V-0 ammability rated ABS material
Damper is pre-assembled
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7 Manifold Take O s
UL 94 V-0 ammability rated ABS material
Two parts for assembly into duct board manifold

8 Slo ed Di user
UV light stable ABS material
Snap ts to High-Sidewall or Pass-Through Boots
after drywall installation

9 Ceiling Di user
UV light stable ABS material
Snap ts to Ceiling Boot after drywall installation

10 Hanger Bar
Galvanized 24-gauge steel
Telescoping design ts 12” to 24” stud spacing

11 3”and 4” Duct
Steel wire helix with a durable glass ber-reinforced
PVC skin.
UL 181 Class 1 rated duct
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS
No. Name

Image

1 Side Cu ing Pliers
Used to clip the wire helix of the duct

2 Utility Knife
Used to cut the duct fabric to length

3 Power Drill & Driver | 31/4” Hole Saw/ Hole Auger
Used to cut the wall bo om plate for duct routing
and fro installing the hanger bars, boots and for
locking the boot to the hanger bar

4 Sheet Metal Screws
Self-drilling, any drive head type used to lock the
ceiling, pass-through, or high-sidewall boot to the
hanger bar. Screw size is determined by the
application

5 Tape Measure
Used to locate the boot position in the ceiling and
sidewalls

6 Bullet Level
Used to check level of High-Sidewall and PassThrough Boots
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Boot location and installation

Locating and a aching Rheia’s ceiling and wall boots is simple and quick. The Rheia system requires tools and
techniques that are very familiar to the HVAC installer
1.1. Refer to the mechanical duct layout drawing to identify the location of all di users throughout the house.
Notice the di erence between ceiling, high sidewall, and inner ceiling locations.
1.2. Mark the location of the boot hanger bars on the adjacent framing. To maximize the throw of air into a
room, slo ed di users are intended to be located high on interior walls. The distance they are located from
the ceiling plane is speci ed in the construction drawings, or by the eld situation.
TIP The minimum dropped ceiling depth that can accommodate Rheia ducts is 7”. This includes the framing
and drywall. This allows for routing through non load-bearing walls with a single top plate. For load bearing
walls with a double plate an additional 1.5” is required. If there is no wall in the path of the duct, then a 6”
drop is acceptable.
1.3. A ach Boot Hanger Bars (#10 to High Sidewall, Pass-Through, and Ceiling Boots (#4, #5, and #6 . Use
two hanger bars for Ceiling Boots as follows:
1.3.1.Position each hanger bar above the snap- t arms and press the hanger bar assembly rmly into place.
An audible click indicated the hanger bar is locked to the boot.
1.3.2.Use one hanger bar for High Sidewall and Pass-Through Boots as follows: Separate the Hanger Bar
parts and push one piece through each openings on the Boot. Slide the Hanger Bar halves back into
each other.

1.4. Push the Boot to one side of the Hanger Bar for easy access to three hanger bar mounting holes.
1.5. Drive one to two general purpose 1/2 in. screws one side of the Hanger Bar into the framing.
TIP Use the short tab on the hanger bar to index it correctly to the framing. This will ensure the boot is
correctly aligned in preparation for drywall installation.
1.6. For the High-Sidewall and Pass-Through Boots, use a torpedo level to check that the Boot is level and use
one or two general purpose screws on the other side of the Hanger Bar to secure it to the framing. The
hanger bar can be installed on the side or front face of the framing.
1.7. Repeat the process for the Ceiling Boot using two Boot Hanger Bars.
1.8. Slide the boot along the hanger bar to its nal position. If required, to hold the boot in place, use a sheet
metal screw to lock the boot to the hanger bar using a guide hole on the boot hanger bar support.
1.9. The use of Elbows is at the discretion of the installer with the following exception:
1.9.1.The duct inside radius is less than the diameter of the duct, in which case add at least one elbow to
reduce the severity of the bend in the duct.
TIP For tight locations where the hanger bar will not t, or when the boot needs to be a ached to framing
or blocking, a ach the boot directly to the adjacent structure using 1/2” screws.
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Examples of typical boot installations

Installed Ceiling Boot 2 Hanger Bars)

Installed High-Sidewall Boot 1 Hanger Bar)

The number of elbows required is based on the
installation situation

Installed Ceiling Boot (framing only)

Installed Pass-Through Boot (framing only)

The number of elbows required is based
on the installation situation
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2. Duct-to-Ferrule connections
The Rheia system uses a patent-pending threaded Ferrule (#1 to connect duct (#11 lengths to other
components. Each component is designed to be interchangeable and connect with any other component.
TIP The end of the duct should be cut as cleanly as possible to ensure a quick installation of the Ferrule.
2.1. To prepare a duct for installation, start by adding a Ferrule to each length of duct.
2.2.A ach a Ferrule to the full length of duct:
2.2.1.Check the end of the duct and trim o any excess using a utility knife. If the duct and wire are
separated, use side cu ing pliers to trim back the wire, then trim the duct fabric square.
2.2.2.With the duct in one had, use the other hand to spread the duct fabric with ngers.
2.2.3.Insert the Ferrule into the duct and twist clockwise until the Ferrule catches the duct’s wire helix.
2.3.For 3” ducts, twist the Ferrule until the duct fabric reaches the ribbed exterior surface of the Ferrule at the
end of the threaded section.
2.4.For 4” ducts, twist the Ferrule until the duct fabric passes the exterior edge of the threaded area.

3” duct and Ferrule (before and after)

4” duct and Ferrule (before and after)

2.5.Pull the Ferrule away from the duct to check for a tight connection. The Ferrule to duct connection is tight
enough when it will not easily twist apart by hand.
2.6.Overlapping of the duct fabric as it screws onto the Ferrule is an acceptable practice.
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3. Ferrule connections to other components
Rheia’s connection system uses a simple snap- t system to connect and seal all components together. A fully
assembled system will comply with industry standards for air leakage.
3.1. To connect any two components of the system together push the male and female components together.
3.2.Slightly turn one component to lock into place. An audible "click" will be heard when the two components
are properly connected.
3.3.Additional sealing with tape or mastic is not required.
3.4.Pull the two components in opposite directions to con rm they are connected.
3.5.To separate the components, twist one component less than a quarter turn and pull apart.
3.6.If the duct is not long enough to reach the intended location, a Coupler (#4 with 2 Ferrules should be
used to a ach a new length of duct (shown below) and extend the duct run. There is not total duct length
limit to any duct run.
3.7. The addition of Elbows at connections is at the discretion of the installer, with the following exception:
3.7.1.Transitions from duct to other components that have an inside radius of less than the duct diameter
must use at least one Elbow.
TIP Adjustment to the direction of the Elbow can be made by twisting it a quarter turn at a time until it
clicks into the next position.
Examples of typical assemblies

Duct-to-duct connection using two Ferrules and a coupler

Pass-Through Boot Assembly

90 deg. corner using two 45-deg. Elbows

High-Sidewall Boot Assembly

Ceiling Boot Assembly
(elbows are optional based on
installation situation)
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4. Duct routing
Rheia’s duct I can be routed within 2x4, 2x6, and 2x8 walls, oor joists and other cavities. Standard-sized Ijoists can be pre-cut or eld cut to accommodate the routing of bundles of ducts. Follow all manufacturer’s
and building code requirements when cu ing structural framing components.
The Rheia design process allows for variability in duct tightness, corner transitions and minor routing changes
based on job site conditions, without impacting the system’s performance.
4.1. Uninsulated 3” and 4” duct must be installed inside the building’s thermal envelope.
4.2.Follow the duct routing plan and boot locations per the construction drawings.
4.3.Route ducts so that the total length, number of bends, and severity of bends are minimized. Follow the
duct strapping schedule per building code requirements where applicable.
4.4.Check duct bends. If the inside bend radius is less than the diameter of the duct, insert a minimum of one
Elbow to replace compressed duct with a smoother transition.
4.5.Duct bends that have an inside bend radius no less than the diameter of the duct are acceptable.

3” duct minimum inside bend radius is 3”

4” duct minimum inside diameter is 4”

4.6.Use one or two 45-degree Elbows at any 90-degree transition between a wall top plate and oor structure
where the inside radius of the curve is less than the diameter of the duct.
4.7. On straight runs, assess the duct stretch visually, or by measuring the pitch of the wire helix:
4.7.1.3” ducts should have a minimum 1.25 in. spacing between the wire coils.
4.7.2.4” ducts should have a minimum 1.75 in. spacing between the wire .
Note that the wire helix pitch of the duct varies in manufacturing so this is an approximate measurement
intended as a guide.

3” duct approximate wire helix pitch

4” duct approximate wire helix pitch

4.8.Avoid over-crowding ducts through the same gaps or holes causing them to be compressed or deformed,
especially if they are pinching the ducts. Ducts can be clustered together in any quantity.
4.9.To minimize duct length, where possible, take a direct route through trusses rather than adding turns. Try
to maintain straight duct runs where possible. Avoid crossing ducts over each other, run ducts side-byside where possible.
4.10.Refer to Rheia Standard Details Rev 1 08 18 21 for detailed drawings of common assemblies.
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5. Duct to manifold connection
The manifold assembly is pre-constructed prior to the installation process. It is built from design guidelines
provided by Rheia and is constructed from 1” duct board.
5.1. The manifold is engineered to perform and requires the installation of Inside and Outside Take O s (#7 .
Manifolds can be pre-built, or built on site following NAIMA’s (North American Insulated Manufacturer’s
Association) Fibrous Glass Duct Construction Standards.
5.2.The take-o assembly creates a seal to the duct board. Additional sealing with tape or mastic is not
required.
5.3.To a ach the duct to the manifold, pull the duct tight and mark the coil that reaches the selected Take O
on the Manifold. Use a utility knife and wire cu ers to cut the duct at the mark.

Take-O assembly to manifold

Ferrule to manifold assembly detail

5.4.Screw a Ferrule into the end of the duct using the method explained in the ‘Duct-to-Ferrule connections’
section of this document.
5.5.A ach the ducts in an organized manner.
5.5.1.Begin with the locations that are harder to access and work outwards.
5.5.2.Route ducts in layers so that those connecting at the center of the manifold lay above those at the
edges. Make use of vertical space as much as possible.
5.5.3.Connect ducts on the same side of the manifold as the most direct route away from the air handler.
5.5.4.Use Elbows where needed and when the duct bend radius is less than the diameter of the duct.
5.6.The nal arrangement should allow each duct its own clear route from the manifold with minimal turns.
TIP Consult with the HVAC designer before adding or removing ducts from the system. Changing the duct
count of a Rheia system can adversely a ect the comfort performance of the home.
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6. Di user installation
Rheia di users are designed to e iciently and e ectively distribute air into a room. The number of and
locations of di users are pre-determined by the HVAC designer and must be followed
6.1. Refer to the architectural drawings determine installation pa ern and locations of the boots.
6.2.To install Slo ed Di users (#8 to High-Sidewall and Pass-Through Boots:
6.2.1.Align the di user to the boot and press rmly to engage the di user snap ts.
6.2.2.An audible clicking sound will be heard as the two parts engage.
6.2.3.Continue pressing the di user into the boot until it is ush with the drywall surface.
6.3.To install Ceiling Di users (#9 to Ceiling Boots:
6.3.1.Align the di user to the boot such that the peg on the di user enters the slot in the Ceiling Boot.
6.3.2.Push and twist the di user clockwise.
6.3.3.An audible clicking sound will be heard as the two parts engage.
6.3.4.The di user will be drawn upwards to meet the ceiling.
6.3.5.Continue turning the di user into the boot until it is ush with the drywall surface.

Ceiling Di user installed

Slo ed Di user installed
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